Single hadron distributions in hadron-nucleus collisions are studied in the cascade picture on the basis of the multi-fireball model with the formation zone. For this purpose coupled cascade equations for the space-time development of the fireball-nucleon system in which the effects of nucleon recoil are taken into account are set up and solved numerically. Experimental data on the angular dependence, the energy dependence and the mass number dependence are well interpreted by the present model. The formation time of fireball should be very small in comparison with the inverse of its mass and 7mo;:;rJp;:;20m,, where rJp is the fireball-nucleon inelastic total cross section. § 1. Introduction As has been emphasized by Gottfriedv and other authors;l~7l we can expect to obtain valuable information on the space-time development of hadronic reactions from the study of hadron-nucleus collisions.
As has been emphasized by Gottfriedv and other authors;l~7l we can expect to obtain valuable information on the space-time development of hadronic reactions from the study of hadron-nucleus collisions.
One of the most remarkable features of multiparticle production in hadronhadron collisions is short range property of correlations 8 ),g) between final hadrons in the rapidity space. And this property is well explained 10 l~Isl by the model of multiple emission of fireballs. Here a fireball meansw, 15 ) a particle-like object having a mass, a decay multiplicity, a lifetime etc. in an average sense. Information on the production mechanism of fireballs will be obtained from the analysis of multiparticle productions on nuclei if one adopts such a fireball model for the underlying production process.
On the other hand, the observed average multiplicitiesn. 16 ) of multi particle productions on nuclei are not so large 1 ) as those which are expected from the leading particle cascades in the ordinary sense. Therefore it seems to be necessary to take into consideration the formation time of the leading hadron.
Landau and Pomeranchuk 17 ) studied the problem of the photon radiation from an electron undergoing multiple scattering as it passes through matter, and showed that the spectrum of the soft photons are smaller than that in the case of single scattering_m.Isl Feinberg 19 ) interpreted that such effects are due to the scattered electron having a formation (regeneration) time when it is in a state of semibare particle. Bremsstrahlung from a semibare electron will be suppressed because there are few photons surrounding the bare electron to be emitted. And he argued that similar phenomena should arise in hadronic productions on nuclei as had been suggested by Zatsepin. 20 J According to the viewpoint of Feinberg, the leading hadron produced in the first hadron-nucleon collision hardly interacts with nucleons for the time duration rh= (E*-mh) -I in its own rest frame, where E* is the energy of the incident hadron in this frame. Since rh is of the order of magnitude of mh -I in the small transverse momentum region and the formation time in the rest frame of the nucleus is prolonged by the Lorentz time dilation, the leading hadron passes through the nucleus with fewer succeeding collisions, or without the collisions at very high energies.
In the present paper we analyze the multiparticle production on nuclei by assuming the multi-fireball model and the suppression of intractions of particles in their formation time. We will assume this for fireballs as well as for leading haclrons.
The formation time of a fireball in its rest frame r may be taken to be small in comparison with the inverse pion mass /in-\ as is expected because of the large mass of a fireball, in order that a successive production process takes place. Then, assuming the fireball model for fireball-nucleon reaction, too, we have intranuclear cascade by fireballs which proceeds downstream from the position of the first hadron-nucleon collision. Taking the lifetime of a fireball C!ife of the order of the magnitude of /in-\ fireballs hardly decay in the nucleus and the fireball cascades dominate the particle production on nuclei. We shall treat the space-time development of the fireball flux passing through the nuclear matter in the classical picture. A similar treatment was done in the parton picture by Davidenko and Nikolaev 21 l and another by Bialkovski et al. 22 l under the condition rh = r. The effects of nucleon recoil, however, are not taken into account there. We set up here the coupled equations for the fireball flux and nucleon density in consideration of the recoil effects. These are solved numerically and the single charged hadron distributions are calculated.
As a result of the analyses, it is shown that r should be taken to be small in comparison with mF -\ where mr is the mass of a fireball, in order to reproduce the single charged hadron distribution. The value of r in our model must be smaller than that for the proper time of the parton phase given by Daviclenko and Nikolaev in Ref. 21) . We can fit the experimental data consistently in the present model taking fireball-nucleon inelastic total cross section (J F a little smaller than pion-nucleon inelastic total cross section oh,~1 • In § 2 we give the picture and assumptions of the fireball cascade model. In § 3 the cascading process is considered and the coupled equations for development of the fireball-nucleon system are derived. The calculated results and their comparison with the cia ta are shown in § 4. Section 5 is devoted to the conclusion. § 2. Fireball cascade model
We shall describe our picture for the time development of mul tiparticle procluc-tion m hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus collisions at high energies and the related assumptions.
In the elementary hadron-hadron collision at high energy, very large energy, which is as large as 1/2 of the total energy on the average, is released into the hadronic thin disk, whose thickness is = (r*/1..) -1 , in a very short collision time = ( r* /f..) -1 in the c.m. frame. Here r* denotes the Lorentz factor of the incident hadrons in this frame. In the rest frame of either hadron the collision time is nearly equal to /f..-1 • At the next stage the leading hadrons are regenerated and fireballs are produced. The formation time of the former '" is of the order of magnitude m" -1 • The formation time of the latter is expected to be much smaller than /f.n -1 231 and will be determined from the experimental data. We assume that the particles have very small cross sections of reactions with other hadrons in the formation time. We call these space-time regions of this stage formation zone according to Stodolsky. 24 l A produced fireball runs the decay range of rFrlife and decays into hadrons. Here 7F is the Lorentz factor of the fireball and we take 'r!ife=/1.. -1 • The single particle distribution of produced fireballs has a sharp Pr cutoff and a central plateau in rapidity space which reproduce the experimental data on the single hadron distribution and two particle correlation. This mechanism of the hadron production is also applied to fireball-hadron reaction.
The underlying processes described above give hadron-nucleus reaction the following properties. First, successive fireball-nucleon (or fireball-nucleons) interactions take place since the collision time of an individual fireball-nucleon collision is considerably small in comparison with the time of hadron-nucleus reaction. We assume that these successive interactions are intranuclear cascades, which are good approximation if the collision time is also sufficiently small in comparison with the time of the mean free motion of fireball. This condition holds fairly well as will be seen in § 5.
Second, since cascading fireballs sharply concentrate on the forward direction, the cascading process develops in the tube of the nuclear matter, which we shall call interaction tube. Therefore, one can treat it in a single dimensional approximation. The number of collisions contained in a hadron-nucleus reaction does not exceed the nucleon number in the tube. And the average multiplicity 1s also bounded by this.
Third, fireballs hardly interact with the nucleons in the formation zone and fireball-nucleon collision takes place in the space-time region after the formation time. A very fast fireball whose rapidity YF<:;sinh -1 (2R/ r), where R is the radius of the nucleus, passes the tube without interaction.
We treat the cascading process in the classical picture. Namely, we assume the classical trajectories for particle motions and ignore the phase of the production amplitude. § 3. The intranuclear cascades
We shall consider the cascading process in the concrete. Choose the z-ax1s along the collision axis of the first hadron-nucleon collision. Suppose that the first collision takes place at t = z = 0 and the interaction tube has a length of L. The probability that the reaction takes place near given t and z is determined by the fireball density, the nucleon density there and the inelastic fireball-nucleon cross section rh ('lJ) which is a function of only the rapidity of fireball neglecting the transverse motion. Here, it should be noted that at the given t and z fireballs Here the integration of zi(i=1, 2, ···, l-1) should be performed in the following region:
(2) When 'lJ~> · · ·, 'lJz-1 and Z 1, · · ·, Zz-1 are fixed, the attenuation of the l-th generation distribution function is described by the following equation:
Here we assume IJp to be independent of 'lj, and 8-function expresses no interaction in the formation zone. p (z, t), where t = L::\~1 (zi-zi_ 1) coth 'lj;, z 0 = 0, z~ = z and ' lJz = 'lj, is the nucleon density in a sense of the expectation value and decreases when a fireball-nucleon collision takes place. We suppose that the recoil nucleons do not contribute any more to the cascading process smce most of the following fast fireballs (r;>2.5) get ahead of the recoil nucleons in the formation time of these without interactions and the slow fireballs (r;<2.5) may be regarded not to contribute to the fireball production by the interaction with the recoil nucleons. So we consider that the nucleon density decreases correspondingly to the number of collisions.
The attenuation of the p (z, t) is given by the following equation:
where S Is the cross section of the tube and (5) Equation (5) represents the number of fireballs passing through z per unit time.
Under the condition that 'lJ~o Z~o ···, 'llt-1 and Zt-1 are fixed as the above, the initial condition for the z-dependence of the l-th generation distribution is given as follows: 
where dNF (IJL-1> r;) / dr; is the inclusive single fireball density in the collision of a fireball having a rapidity Y!z_ 1 with a nucleon at rest. For the first generation we have (7) where !JtnZ::t and do FnN/ dr; are the inelastic total cross section and the inclusive single fireball production cross section of the hadron-nucleon collisions, respectively. Finally, for the nucleon density we have the initial condition
where rJmax is the maximum rapidity of fireballs interacting with a nucleon in the tube and Po (z) is the nucleon density of the free nuclear matter.
In order to obtain a concrete solution we do not solve the coupled equations (3) 0 J (5) under the initial conditions (6) 0 J (8) diredly, but simplify the problem in the following approximation. We suppose here that the produced fireballs pass through the tube in order of rapidity. Then we may have
where h(z, 'lJ) is a certain function of z, and 'lJ and dN/d'lflz denote the number of fireballs passing through z per unit rapidity. The final distribution of fireballs dNj d'lJiz~L is related to the single hadron density as follows:
where (J~n~l is the hadron-nucleon inelastic total cross section, d(JhA / dy is the single hadron production cross section, D('lJ; y) is the decay distribution of a fireball into hadrons, and y is the rapidity of the observed hadron. We have
s D('lJ; y)d'lJ= s D('lJ; y)dy=<k>,
where <k) is the average decay multiplicity of a fireball. The nucleon density p (z, t) is also a function of z and 'lj under the condition of Eq. (9). So we write this quantity p (z, 'lJ). Then and
Therefore putting (5), (9), (12) and (13) into (4), we obtain
On the other hand, for dN/ d'lfl., from (9), (3) and (6) we obtain
And the initial conditions (7) and (8) 
The average number of fireball-nucleon collisions which take place in the tube is given by
where 'l/min is the minimum rapidity of produced fireballs. Since every p (z, 'llmin) IS non-negative, this expression does not exceed the nucleon number in the tube where Po Is the average of Po (z). Therefore we have (18) Here (n)N is the average multiplicity of hadron-nucleon reaction and (n)A is that of hadron-nucleus reaction. A denotes the mass number of the nucleus. § 4. Numerical analyses
We can calculate the single hadron distribution by solving the coupled equations (14) and (15) under the initial conditions (16) and (17) .
We devide dNFI dr; into two parts-the non-leading part dNF<NLJ I dr;, and the leading one dNF<LJ I dr;,
dr; dr; (19) and use rectangular forms for dN~~.I dr; and dNF <NLJ I dr; of an equal height H:
where Y denotes the rapidity of the insident hadron. .:1 and .:1" are adjusted to reproduce the observed single hadron distribution in hadron-nucleon collisions;
dNF(NL) -~---=H .e (Y-.:1F-r;)
.e (r;-.:1).
dr;
Here .:JF is determined by the inelasticity tc of the incident fireball and the inclusive We have a good fitting to the data on (J'fn!1 by these formulae. So far we have considered under the condition that the interaction tube has a fixed linear dimension L. Since L is a function of the impact parameter b of the incident hadron for a real nucleus, the average in b should be taken in calculation of dN/d1J and dnjdy. We replace it by the value at L= (4/3)nR 3 /(J'fn~1 -l0, which is the average L value in b. Here l0 is the mean free path of incident hadron and l0 = ( 4/3) nr0 8 / (J'f?et.
The numerical solutions of the initial value problem (14) rv (17) have been obtained by solving the difference analogue of that numerically. Let us show the results obtained and their comparison with the experimental data and give some discussion.
The v-dependence
(1) In Fig. 1 the pseudo-rapidity distribution and its ii-dependence of the single charged hadron density are shown, where ii=A(J'[,fe1/(J'[n~1 . We can reproduce the global feature of them when r is so small in comparison with mF -1 • Here mF is regarded to be 4 Ge V at most. For large r, if we adjust (J F or dNF/ d1j to the height of the backward peak, the peak shrinks and does not fit the data well in the central region (3.0<1J::S;4.5). At small ii this trend is more remarkable. Moreover, the calculated ii-dependence of the peak height does not fit the data. Therefore the case r ?:;mF -I is rejected in the framework of our model. In our treatment of the cascading process, when r is very small or equal to zero, interactions of slow fireballs with nucleons are suppressed by the decrease of nucleon density due to the preceding interactions of fast fireballs. And when r is larger, the suppression of those is diminished and the backward enhancement is stressed where <k) is the decay charged hadron multiplity. For <k)=4 we have IJF=17 mb and IIF=9mb for <k)=2 at S=45mb. These values seem to be compatible with the cascade picture. If we take <k) = 2/3, which corresponds to the case of direct hadron production, we have a considerably small cross section in comparison with IJir!t.
S. Suzuki
When we vary S, IJF which reproduces the data decreases and the position of the peak moves backward slowly with increasing S.
Angular dependence
In Fig. 3 we show the pseudo-rapidity distribution of the scaled multiplicity at EL = 200 Ge V, where r; = -ln (1/2 ·tan 8L) and 8L is the laboratory angle of the observed hadron. The theoretical curves, though they do not contain the contribution from the leading hadrons, show the similarity between the distribution in p-A collisions and that in P-P collisions at 4.5<r;<5.5 and the decreasing trend of RA (r;) with increasing A at r;~5.5. These properties can be understood from Eqs.
(18) ""'-' (20) ; the final multiplicity of the leading fireballs produced in the cascade is equal to the number of fireballs which belong to the first generation and take part in collisions with nucleons. The rapidity distribution of the leading fireballs is shifted backward a little from that of the parents.
In the backward region 17::::;1.5, the theoretical curve does not saturate the observed RA (17) . This may be due to the oversimplification that we have used the dNF<NL> (Y; 17) /d17 which is appropriate for large Y down to small Y region and neglected the decayed hadron-nucleon collisions.
Energy dependence
The energy dependence of the single charged hadron distribution is shown in Fig. 4 . In the observed energy region the height of the backward peak of theoretical curve increases with increasing energy and the curve shows a good fitting to the data with the S value which is comparable to the nucleon-nucleon inelastic total cross section. At much higher energies than FNAL region the peak height is saturating and the central plateau develops. For larger S values the peak height increases more rapidly and the central plateau appears more slowly. In this paper we have studied the multiparticle production on nuclei in the cascade picture on the basis of the fireball model with the formation zone. And we have shown that the experimental data on the single particle distribution of final hadrons can be reproduced in the framework of our model.
As a result of the present analysis, we have obtained the following information on the fireball production process and fireball-nucleon interaction that is difficult to obtain from hadron-hadron collisions directly: First, our main result is that the formation time of fireball, r, is very small and essentially zero. If we take r finite and of the order of the inverse fireball mass, we cannot reproduce the observed single hadron distributions for various sizes of nuclear targets consistently. Second, we have the result that 7mb<O"F;S20mb, under the condition that r1;mF-1 and leading hadrons have no particle production on nuclei.
Another important point of the results is that the good energy dependence of the single particle distribution is obtained in our model with the comparable value of the cross section of interaction tube, S, to the nucleon-nucleon inelastic total cross section. In our treatment of the cascading process the recoil effects of nucleons inside a nucleus are taken into consideration. If one does not consider the change of the nucleon density in the cascading process, which corresponds to the case S-7oo in our model, rather too strong energy dependence will be obtained.
Taking r= 0 and S not large, we predict for the single hadron density distribution that the central plateau with a higher density than the case of hadron-nucleon reaction will develop in the rapidity space at ultra high energies and the ratio RA (y) in the plateau approaches the average nucleon number in the interaction tube from below. This behavior is quite different from the energy flux cascade model,t> the multiperipheral modeP>.e> and/or the coherent tube model. 4 >
In conclusion, it should be noted that the leading particle cascade should take place in the low energy region. Experiments on the energy dependence and the mass number dependence of single hadron distributions and/or leading hadron distributions in the low and intermediate energy region will test our model.
